
Consultation - Conduct online sessions for requirements
gathering for new phases or projects 

Implementation - Remotely conduct regular scrum and status
update meetings throughout the build phase

Online Training - Provide training modules customized to your
team's needs, where you decide how the sessions run

Stress-Test - Assistance in assessing your system with test
cases and experimentations via remote support 

Ready for Go-Live - Be ready and confidently go live with your
solution as close to the onsite experience as possible

Production Support - Post-Go-Live/Production support with web-
based screen sharing and remote control 

The number of software implementations with companies transitioning their solutions
to deploy remotely has increased. You might be considering a new solution or upgrade,
but uncertain that a virtual implementation will work. Although we can’t decide for you,
let us help you understand the surprising benefits!

Our motto is always "our customer’s success is a measure of
our success". We want to make clients look like rockstars. If

our clients are successful, we know we have done our part. At
ProLytics, we are ready to take your solution to the next level.

Thomas Ho, Director of Professional Services at 
ProLytics Consulting Group

“At first, we were apprehensive about the online process and meetings. If it wasn’t for COVID-19, we would not have thought
that this approach would be so successful, given that the implementation and training were done remotely.” 

Michael Terry, Senior Manager FP&A, HFI Inc.

UNDERSTANDING OUR REMOTE PROCESS 

ARE REMOTE SOLUTIONS A VIABLE OPTION? 

Going with a local, on-site partner does not necessarily mean better quality of work. Local partners may not
be the best fit in understanding your business’ current industry needs when you limit the candidate pool. We
deliver solutions that not only exceed your current requirements but ensure your success with the solution in
the years to come.

We work with organizations anywhere at any time. This flexibility allows our team to work according to your
schedule and even outside of productive office hours. No longer will your team spend on unnecessary travel
expenses, but also have more time to work on the project as it is not lost to travel days and time zone
differences. 

We ensure that our chosen technology partners have systems that incorporate the best industry practices,
security, automation, and collaboration with multiple users. Without compromising on IT security, features
such as version control and concurrency allow you to track user changes and closely collaborate on building
the solution. Your system is hosted on the cloud for our experts to monitor the implementation with you.  

Leveraging secure video conferencing applications, video, and screen sharing allow us to provide quick and
personal support when needed. We can identify and resolve issues, train users, and answer any questions
as if our team was there with you.

QUALITY TEAM

COST SAVINGS

INCREASED
PRODUCTIVITY

TRAINING &
ENABLEMENT

TALK TO OUR EXPERTS AND CONSULTANTS

905-947-1223  // contact@prolyticsgroup.com

OUR TEAM IS WELL-PRACTICED
AND PREPARED WORK REMOTELY
WITH CLIENTS:

Secure online web meetings and
conference calls

Reemote-Protected Connection to
systems remotely using VPN and/or
Cloud credentials

Work from Home Procedures that
ensures prompt communication and
collaborative effort

POWERFUL ANALYTICS. 
PROVEN DELIVERY.
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